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On January 25, 2018, the Albemarle Charlottesville Regional Jail (ACRJ) Authority Board
held a special meeting to review the jail’s voluntary policy of additional notification of
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) in advance of the impending release of
undocumented immigrants incarcerated at the jail. At that meeting, ICE Field Office
Director Russell Hott testified in support of the voluntary additional ICE notification policy.
Based in part on Mr. Hott’s representations, the ACRJ voted 6 to 4 to maintain the
additional ICE notification policy.
The Legal Aid Justice Center has identified five false or misleading statements made by
Mr. Hott in his testimony to the Board.
1. ICE manipulated the data to make Charlottesville’s immigrant population seem dangerous.
FICTION: “Of the folks we removed this last year from this jail—the amount of charges—we had … 52 DUIs, 3 hit-andruns, we had over 10 drug-related offenses, 4 abductions, 2 malicious woundings, 33 sex offenses … 26 assault and
batteries, 4 homicides, 3 protective order violations, breaking and entering, 3 larceny charges, and 3 weapons
offenses, so you can see that the individuals that we are removing from the ACRJ or that are in custody have violated
more than just the immigration of the United States.”
FACT: LAJC’s analysis of the non-U.S. citizen foreign-born population incarcerated at ACRJ in 2017 indicates that
ICE’s testimony significantly over-counted the number of individuals whose most serious offense was a DUI, an
abduction, a sex offense, or an assault. i ICE also failed to mention that ACRJ housed 24 immigrants whose most
serious charges were ‘Profane Swearing/Drunk in Public,’ as well as 29 immigrants whose most serious charge was
related to driving without a license. Moreover, ICE often removes people before they have been convicted of anything.
Data provided to the Board by ACRJ in July indicates that, between July 1, 2016 and June 27, 2018, at least six
people were removed by ICE pre-trial, and after a local judge or magistrate had given them bond. ii Mr. Hott’s
statistics—and the perception of dangerousness they conveyed—are not supported by the data.iii
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2. ICE implied that individuals benefit from being detained.
FICTION: “The other thing I want to say is that ICE has partnered with several non-governmental organizations and
faith groups who do work with these populations…they offer pro-bono services to those who can’t afford their own
representation.”
FACT: This statement implies that all people in detention have access to pro bono legal representation—this is not the
reality. Because most immigration violations are tried in civil court, immigrants are denied access to a court-appointed
attorney. And while individuals in detention are provided with a list of referrals for pro-bono legal services, there are not
enough pro-bono attorneys to meet the demand. Access to legal representation is scarce. In a study of deportation
cases between 2007 and 2012, researchers found that only 37% of all immigrants were able to secure legal
representation in their removal cases. That number dropped to 14% for immigrants in detention. Having that
representation makes a big difference—represented immigrants in detention were four times more likely to be released
from detention and twice as likely to get relief from deportation. iv

3. ICE denied conducting raids, while practicing sweeping and indiscriminate enforcement.
FICTION: “[ICE] does not conduct raids.”
FACT: Not only does ICE frequently conduct raids throughout the country, v it very recently conducted a raid throughout
the state of Virginia and in the greater Charlottesville area. From July 9-20, 2018, ICE arrested 132 individuals around
Virginia and the DC area in what they dubbed Operation ‘Eagle’s Shield.’ While ICE claims that this operation aimed to
target ‘dangerous criminal aliens,’ during that same period, ICE indiscriminately arrested at least four individuals in
Charlottesville and Albemarle with either no criminal charges or low-level misdemeanors.vi

4. ICE cannot satisfactorily explain why it cannot pursue a warrant, just like other law
enforcement agencies.
FICTION: “There are laws of the United States—such as involving applying for a U-Visa—I cannot disclose that
information to anybody.” AND “Oftentimes there are many instances where there are things on the other side of the
global community that can’t be seen by local law enforcement.”
FACT: When Mr. Hott was asked why ICE was not pursuing warrants before taking custody of members of our
community, he indicated that ICE had sensitive information or intelligence that could not be disclosed to local law
enforcement. The truth is that ICE can pursue criminal warrants for arrest, and that sensitive information (including
information collected in the U-Visa Process) can be disclosed to a judicial officer, such as a judge or magistrate in
pursuit of a warrant.vii ICE often refers cases to federal courts where sensitive evidence is regularly used in securing a
criminal warrant. viii
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5. ICE falsely stated that being undocumented is a crime.
FICTION: “It is a crime to be present in the United States without documentation.”
FACT: As the US Supreme Court stated in 2012 in the seminal case Arizona v. Texas, 567 U.S. 387 (2012), being in
the United States without status is a civil matter, not a criminal matter. While crossing the border without permission
can be prosecuted criminally (usually as a misdemeanor), many immigrants who are in the United States without
status have legal entries into the U.S., including people who have overstayed a visa, been waved through a border
crossing, or entered on a border crossing card. ix Furthermore, the vast majority of immigrants in removal proceedings
are charged civilly, not criminally.x By charging immigrants civilly, ICE ensures that the charged immigrant is not
entitled to a court-appointed attorney during the course of their hearings. xi

CONCLUSION
In light of these misrepresentations, the ACRJ Board should be highly skeptical of ICE’s data and arguments in
support of voluntary collaboration. xii February 2018 was not the first time ICE has tried to deceive this community to
serve its own ends. For example, when the ACRJ adopted a policy not to honor ICE detainers to hold inmates beyond
their release dates, ICE began presenting the ACRJ documents with the word ‘Warrant’ at the top of each sheet, even
though they had not been issued by a judicial officer.xiii These faux-warrants were presented to the ACRJ in order to
mislead jail officials to believe that they had a legal duty to comply with the terms of these ICE-concocted forms.

The ACRJ Board should require ICE to abide by the basic constitutional norms that all law enforcement are required to
observe, including requiring probable cause for an arrest—demonstrated by a warrant signed by a judicial officer.

The stakes are high. ICE notification is the first step in family separation. Once an immigrant is in detention, he or she
could be transferred to detention centers out of state and across the country, separating immigrants from their families
and children and making it significantly harder for them to access legal representation—If they can afford it. Moreover,
forced separation for any length of time causes both children and adults extreme emotional distress from which they
may be unable to fully recover.xiv

Members of our community have attended the ACRJ Board Meetings pertaining to additional ICE notification, and
have overwhelmingly spoken out against this practice. In the eyes of the community, this practice entangles local law
enforcement with ICE—posing a threat to our collective public safety; is discriminatory by its very nature; and is
offensive to constitutional principles and the ethos of our local civic values.
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